December 2020
St John’s by the grace of the spirit, seeks to be an open
community, walking in the way of Jesus, engaging with an
ever-changing world and living faith that is timeless yet
contemporary, thoughtful and compassionate.
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Cover Photo taken by Marjory Currie

Editorial

“Strong bulls of Bashan have
encircled me” (Psalm 22)

T

he Bulls of Bashan  (a specially aggressive breed) made the
Psalmist feel desperate, hemmed
in, alone.  Luckily, we don’t have
these fearsome quadrupeds to
cope with, but at this point in our
history any number of threats
and dangers seem to crowd relentlessly in on us: second wave,
third wave, Brexit, redundancies,
bankruptcies.  More immediate for
some are the dread of isolation, of
not seeing our friends and family.  
Are the prospects totally dark, or
are there REASONS TO HOPE?
We believe there are.  The first
lockdown suddenly revealed
some of the best sides of human
nature as people looked out for
one another, for the lonely and
the vulnerable, and showed such
warm appreciation of health and

emergency workers.  There was
a sense that “there is such a thing
as Society”.  Although in St John’s
for so long none of us could
go to church and though even
now numbers are limited, there
are clear signs that the beating
heart of the St John’s community
survives and thrives.  What really
matters about this magazine is:  
Does it reflect a vital, spirit-driven
community which is proof against
despair and looks after its own?  
And what of Christmas?  Reason
to hope indeed.  However small
our gatherings, however muted
our celebrations, the triumphant
fact remains, that a Light has
come into the world.

Editorial team: Grace Durham, Robert Philp and Jeanette Rennie
Desktop publishing: Andrew Lyons
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From the Rector

Dear Friends,

E

very Tuesday morning the
Ministry Team meets for online
prayers and chat. It has indeed
been a helpline, and I am quite
thankful for Rosie, Clephane,
Eileen, and Kenneth and all they
bring to St John’s and our lives in
community. Thank you indeed.
A couple of weeks ago, Eileen
shared with us a poem by Emily
Dickinson (1830-1866). The poem
is called “Hope” and I would like to
share it with you:
“Hope” is the thing with feathers That perches in the soul And sings the tune without the words And never stops - at all And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard And sore must be the storm That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm I’ve heard it in the chillest land And on the strangest Sea Yet - never - in Extremity,
It asked a crumb - of me.
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Yes, as Christians we are a people of faith, putting all our trust in
the mercy and grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ, submitting to the
will of the Father, and seeking the
life-giving guidance of the Spirit.
Yes, as Christians, we are a
people of love, that greatest of
gifts from God. Loving God and
loving neighbour in its biblical
radicalism is challenging, but it is
God who first loved us, so we can
love back.
And, yes, as Christians we are a
people of hope.
I do think hope probably is the
most nebulous among the three
I mention above. What exactly is
hope?
I am asking this at a time when
hope, of course, seems so far
away. And it is not just the pandemic. In the month of November
we remember the dead: the dead
we knew and loved, the dead
of battlefields and air raids, the
dead forgotten by the world. It
is a dreary month that with its
greyness seems to overpower
love and faith and indeed hope.
Like a dementor in Harry Potter’s

world, November sucks the life
out of many of us. How can we in
be hopeful right now?
But the weird thing is this: this is a
season of hope, though.
It is a season of hope, because
as we remember those we love
and see no more and the many
other dead, we also remember
as Christians that death won’t
have the final word. God will. And
we remember that God did not
shy away from our greyness and
darkness, but came right into it:
listening to those who are bereft
and mourning as one, who lost
His beloved Lazarus; joining those
in battle trenches and gas chambers as one, who was whipped
by soldiers and mocked by the
people; sitting with those in refugee camps as one, whose family
had to flee its homeland shortly
after He was born; running with
those who hurry away from God’s
grace disappointed and disgusted
as one, who cried: Eli, eli, lama
sabachthani?; visiting the sick as
One who touched even lepers;
feeding the hungry in body, mind,
or soul as one who knew that we
do not live by bread alone and still
fed 5000 with bread; holding on to
a hand even as life ebbs away as
One whose hands were held by
a loving mother; walking into the
death, our death, any death, as
One who breathed His last on the
hard wood of the cross, yet could
not be locked up in the grave for
ever.   
That is hope for me. It is that little

flicker in the darkness that says
“nevertheless”. It is the thing with
feathers in my heart.
It is the life that is growing under
Mary’s heart, ready to be born on
what we call Christmas, waiting
after a season of hope, indeed
after seasons of hope.  
Yes, we are a people of hope.
And we need to be. Particularly
in this pandemic. Particularly as
the world rages against a virus.
Particularly when so many face
threats to their livelihood and the
very existence.
And I see signs of hope all around
us: in a baptism, in the celebration
of lay leaders, in a phone call with
a long lost friend, in the support of
our congregational members for
one another and for our church,
in zoom meetings, and in a quick
hello inside one of the terrace
shops. I feel that thing with feathers in my heart when I realise that
we have been joined by over ten
new people since the pandemic; when I hear of new groups
sprouting up all over the place;
when I can feel a smile even over
the phone; when somebody lets
me know they have been praying
for me.
Yes, we are a people of hope.
And it is hope that keeps me
going: hope in the beauty of life,
hope in the resilience of our congregation and its members, and
hope in the eternal God.
Yours, as ever,
Markus
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Alpha and Education for Ministry
The Reverend Rosie Addis

A

s the welcome goes, ‘whoever you are and wherever you are on
your journey of faith’. Take a moment now to reflect on where you
are and what your view is of God. I hope that as you look back you
can see specific points when some of your faith questions began to be
answered, and where you can say, ‘Yes, that was a God moment.’
We have a number of study groups already running at St Johns – book
groups, the theological reading group, and the recently started Religion
and Literature group. One might ask, ‘Why do we need anything else?’
Well, the Alpha and Education for Ministry courses are yet another
opportunity to connect, to learn and discuss questions in a safe environment, and to welcome new people from all walks of life, who want to find
out about the Christian faith. The Alpha course provides the opportunity
for discussion on the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there more to life than this?
Who is Jesus?
Why did Jesus die?
How can I have faith?
Why and how do I pray?
Why and how should I read the Bible?

The sessions are open to everyone, and discussion really does mean
discussion, whatever your point of view. We will be aiming to meet in
person once a week, with an opportunity to use the Wednesday evening
‘Open House’ Zoom meetings to continue to chat.
The second course, Education for Ministry, is designed for small groups
to meet on a regular basis for an extended period of four years. It
focuses on practical more than systematic theology, and how we think
theologically about what is happening in our lives. It is a much more
literature-based form of learning, with set readings and written reflections
to complete, and the support of a group facilitator. In the first year the
focus is on the Hebrew Bible, then the New Testament, Church History,
and finally Interfaith encounters. The course aims to give those who
participate a language with which to articulate how God is working in the
world and in their lives. It runs alongside the existing opportunities for
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serving our church community: for example, by volunteering to read the
Bible in services, lead intercessions, act as a server, or lead one of the
Midday Prayers.
I have used the word ‘opportunity’ more than once in this article, and that
is what all of our groups are – opportunities to connect with each other
and with God, in whichever way suits us best. There is not a hierarchy of
groups, with for example the walking group being the highest pinnacle of
success. We are infinitely diverse and “fearfully and wonderfully made”.
So whoever you are, and wherever you find yourself on the journey, we
would like you to feel that there is a you-shaped space where you can
flourish and connect with God, here at St John’s.
For more information and to register interest please email
office@stjohns-edinburgh.org.uk.

Gilding at St Johns

T

hose of you who have been
in St John’s since lockdown
will have been impressed by
the gilding that has been done
recently. Marjory Currie’s excellent
photograph on the cover reveals
the handiwork of our multi-talented Operations Manager, Iain
Herbert. During lockdown Iain,
after consulting the clergy, renewed the gilding on the eagle at
the lectern and the panels at the
high altar.  The eagle had been

Newly guilded eagle on
lectern

painted with a rather crude gold
coloured paint, and the panels
on the high altar had faded over
two hundred years. Iain’s efforts,
in his own time, have brought
them back to life. He took up
gilding as a hobby when a clock at
home needed re-gilding. He had
become interested in the concept
while watching gilders at work on
HMS Britannia when he worked
there. What a generous gift to St
John’s. Thank you, Iain!
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Bishop’s Visit

O

n Sunday November 1st,
St John’s had an Episcopal
visitation.   Bishop John came
to share All Saints’ Day with us,
to make two presentations and
take part in a baptism.  He was
welcomed warmly, if obliquely
by the Rector, who presented
his wife Clare with flowers and
thanked her for bringing her
husband along.  John showed
obvious pleasure at being back in
his old setting, and was greeted
by a strong turn-out at both 10.30
and 3 p.m. services.  He spoke
of the magic moments when the
church is lit up with splashes
of colour when the sun comes
out.  A few minutes later, the
sun most obligingly came out.  
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During the service he presented
a St Cuthbert’s Medal to Wren
Hoskyns-Abrahall and Grace Durham for outstanding service to the
Episcopal Church.  He instituted
these awards seven years ago,
and on this occasion they recognised the long service to St John’s
of Wren and Grace in convening
the two crucial committees which
look after Finance and Fabric, on
which so many heavy demands
have been placed in recent years.  
When the Bishop re-appeared at
the 3 p.m. service, he was able
to join in a very moving service of
adult Baptism for Siobhan McGovern, and overall the congregation
was delighted to welcome back its
former Rector.

Outside photo: Markus, Grace Durham, Wren Hoskyns-Abrahall, Bishop John

Christmas is coming
Eileen Thompson reflects on ways we might spend Christmas if we are locked down.

C

hristmas is coming, but what a Christmas. It will be different from
anything most of us have experienced and people are anxious,
angry, apprehensive about being forced to be apart from those we love.
I’m not talking here about bereavement and the prospect of spending a
first Christmas without a loved presence. That is different.  But many of
us know the people who matter would be here if they could and those
reactions are natural and, in many cases, gut-wrenching. Nothing can
be a substitute for that physical companionship. That’s not what this is
about, but there are ways of surviving being separated by half a world
or half a country or even half a mile. Here are some which got me and
others through just such times.  Please don’t see them as glib, trite or
placebos.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Think of what you have, not what you haven’t got: a home, heating or air conditioning that works, food - and people to miss and
who miss you. And thank God for them.
If you have a dog or cat or rabbit or budgie or even a plant, celebrate that life you share.
If you have access to the internet, arrange with those who matter
to you to have a meal together on Zoom or FaceTime. It’s a substitute but it works. It might be brunch in Britain or supper in Australia or you might even manage to get lunch together. If that fails,
watch a film together or, if it is your thing, the Queen’s speech. If
you don’t have a computer, talk on the telephone.
If lockdown isn’t complete and if you live near a park or the river,
arrange to meet a friend who is also alone, weather permitting.
Take a flask of tea, coffee, mulled wine, a bottle of fine malt, whatever, and mince pies and have a socially distanced Christmas tea.
Spoil yourself.
Go to church. We hope we still will be able to. Rejoice in the fact
that the Word became flesh and shared this life with us, including
joy and sorrow, companionship and loneliness.
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St Johns Theology Symposium Report
Nancy Van Kirk
Another successful Theological
Symposium was held on November 7, 2020, attended by about
30 participants tuned in through
Zoom technology. We had the
good fortune to have Professor
Helen Bond, as guest speaker, to
lecture on her scholarship on the
Gospel of Mark. She is Professor
of Christian Origins, and Head
of the School of Divinity in Edinburgh University.
Helen has written several books,
including two most relevant to
our topic: The First Biography
of Jesus: Genre and Meaning in
Mark’s Gospel, published in 2020
by Eerdmans, and Jesus: A Very
Brief History, (SPCK, 2017).
In past years, this annual Symposium was held at St John’s,
comprised of three lectures, each
followed by small, round-table
discussions, plus a mid-day
lunch provided by volunteers.
This year we continued with
on-line participation via Zoom,
holding two lectures, followed by
discussion in breakout groups
who dealt with specific questions
posed by the lecture material.
This shorter time frame allowed
the symposium to bypass a lunch
break, but did not diminish the
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depth of the material covered. In
fact, it seemed to focus our attention for a deep dive into current
biblical scholarship.
In the first lecture, entitled
‘Reading Mark as an Ancient
Biography’ Helen shared her gift
for making the latest scholarship
accessible. While the overall
Symposium asked: What kind
of a book is Mark’s Gospel, she
covered the different answers
that historical scholarship has
provided, how these led to more
questions and how newer questions became topics for biblical
scholarship in modern times.
What is the genre of the Gospel
of Mark? Is it a history, a saga,
a novel or even an apocalypse?  
It is none of these: rather it is
an Ancient Biography. And as
biography how does it convey
its subject’s character, or the life
lived? Is it about a great man, a
hero, a teacher, a philosopher, a
judge, a redeemer?
One tool of biography is anecdote, the recounting of small
stories that people love to hear;
but sometimes their veracity will
be questioned. Does it matter if
the story never happened? All of
these questions were ones we

considered in breakout groups.  
Lecture 2 entitled ‘Character and
the death of Jesus in Mark’, considered character descriptions in
the Gospel, not of Jesus directly,
but of everyone else, from bit
parts to minor roles to the twelve
disciples.
Each character played a part and
acted as foil for the central figure.
Some minor roles had iconic
meaning: Blind Bartimaeus is
hope and persistence; the Widow
in the Temple is generous giving.
The Twelve gave Jesus openings
to become an authoritative teacher, asked questions to encourage
his fuller explanations, or manoeuvred the spotlight to fall on him.

Like us, they have flaws, often
misunderstand the situation and
do not know what the future holds.
Our discussions here included
ethics, and the relevance of Mark
for our own troubled times. Questions on the most dominant part
of the Gospel, the death of Jesus,
asked for philosophical reflections
on ‘what makes a good death’.   
These brief notes provide a very
slim sketch of the rich insights
offered at this year’s Symposium.  
Many thanks to Helen Bond for
her excellent presentation and
to Kenneth Boyd for arranging
another timely and relevant theological event.  

M

embers of the Choir
have been performing
as soloists in the last few
months. Here are Sue and
Andrew Lyons entrancing
the congregation recently
with Sue’s singing and Andrew on the violin. Magical.
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The 2020 Just Festival
Janet Rennie

2

020 was a more than expectedly interesting year, with
unanticipated challenges.  We had
planned a lively Festival on the
theme “Transformations”.  When
Covid-19 struck, it was undeliverable. Our Director, Helen Trew,
designed a shorter programme,
with topics reflecting fast-changing world news. We retained the
exhibition and understand we
were the only Festival with a live
event.
We had to build a new website
linked to Eventbrite and JustGiving. Our programme is at www.
just-festival.org.uk; please catch
up via YouTube.   
The exhibition “Of all the People in
all the World” used grains of rice,
each representing one person, to
bring usually abstract statistics to
startling life. 512 people visited;
99% said it was “excellent”.
There were three talks.  Roman
Krznaric discussed “How to be a
Good Ancestor”.   Nicola Osborne
discussed “Data Needs Creative
People”.  Richard Milne’s talk was
“Fake News Kills World”.
There were five conversations.  
Bishop John and Rev Dr Karen
Georgia Thompson discussed
“Pilgrimage through the Pandemic”.  “Freedom, Fear and the
Quest for a Vaccine” involved Dr
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Rowland Kao with Brian Deer.
“Trashing Trust: Lies, Damn Lies
and Government” was convened
by Joyce McMillan, with Professor
Stephen Reicher and Darren
McGarvey. “Do Black Lives Matter
in Scotland?” - four artists, writers
and musicians explored growing
up black in Scotland.  The interactive online “Museum of the Future”
was run by Creative Carbon
Scotland.  Attendances live were
58 to 119; subsequently 30-65
via YouTube – Bishop John’s had
over 200 views.
We wanted to mark the 75th
anniversary of Nagasaki and
Hiroshima bombings with the exhibition “Peace Cranes” and a new
play “The Mistake”. We postponed
both for 2021, but presented
powerful extracts from the play,
with just two actors.
In the live, online show “No Direction Home”, refugees presented
stand-up comedy. For most, this
was their first public show. 78
attended.
An online show concluded the
week: the Countess of Fife’s
cheerful concert lifted the spirits.
80 attended.
We couldn’t deliver our Staged for
Life programme with Edinburgh
College in their premises (closed
due to Covid-19).  Instead, we

appointed and trained 11 volunteers, who helped our marketing
and social media campaigns and
exhibition front-of-house activities,
learning considerable work skills.
All events were free.  We invited
donations.  It cost £13,000,
including IT/website work. Thanks
to sponsors and effective fundraising by Treasurer and Director, we
covered costs and have funds
towards 2021’s Festival and
year-round activities - occasional
online talks on “Just Platform” (eg
on Sexism in the Scottish Whisky
Trade, and two on Human Rights
Day).
We’re reviewing Just Festival’s

unique role.  We want more active
links with ECCCT and SEC. We’re
planning the next Festival, online
and live, and investigating how to
build on considerable strengths
from this summer; address key issues (income-generation, capacity
and space); and reflect the strong
need for physical contact/company to combat loneliness/isolation.
We are very grateful to our
sponsors: SEC, ECCCT, Scottish
Government and St John’s, plus
Westhill and Corra Foundations
and Third Sector Resilience Fund.
Warm thanks to St John’s Church,
and to our Director, Board members and cheerful volunteers.

The Walking Group having their socially distanced
lunch!
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From the Operations
Manager

A

s we now start into our ninth
month under some form of
the constantly changing Covid
restrictions, it has certainly been a
challenging time for all businesses
in Edinburgh and the wider world.
All our usual opportunities to generate income have withered as
tourists stay away and work from
home becomes the ‘new normal’.
But with all challenges come potential opportunities, and certainly
for us change was needed even
before the virus outbreak to reposition for a profitable future.
Just before the outbreak and
the lock down I presented a new
strategy to move St John’s and
the Cornerstone Centre forward.
This strategy ironically has been
helped by recent events by
allowing us to press the ‘pause
button’ and reposition what we do
and how we deliver it. There is
no doubting St John’s presence
in the West End of Princes
Street now augmented with new
facilities; however, these all need
to be presented extremely well to
drive future levels of business. We
could and indeed have expended
considerable efforts delivering
events and catering, however we
have struggled to market these at
such a level which matches our
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surrounding, leading to poor profit.
By having this break in traffic we
have been able to reset the model
allowing us to build on the built
assets, improve facilities, raise the
presentation and build in quality to
allow us to deliver successfully in
the years ahead.
This year has necessitated a
number of actions including
regretfully having to say goodbye
to a number of the team. We have
also made a number of other
savings reducing our general
overheads without compromising
the overall operation.  To make
the most of the difficult situation
we opened the Cafe Kiosk on
the lower terrace which has been
profitable. It has generated a
higher overall contribution to the
bottom line than the previous
cafe operation during the same
period. It’s fair to say that even
with having lost around 80% of
our general income from CDEL
we have actually generated more
profit compared to last year. This
is partly due to some additional
non-returnable grants we have
applied for and use of the furlough
scheme for a couple of months.
Allowing myself to look forward,
I am certain that we have real

and exciting interest in a number
of future commercial avenues.
These include a potential partnership with a catering and farm food
shop, additional catering (including the delayed ice-cream kiosk),
events and hall hires, numerous
weddings (some delayed from
this year), interest in development
of the Lothian Road archways,
coach party catering, potential
hire of old office space and other
positive leads. There is no doubt
that Edinburgh’s West End is
seeing major investment set to

boost tourism numbers in the future supported through marketing
campaigns, a great spin off benefit
for us increasing future footfall
and passing trade.  
The future is looking exciting and
more than capable of generating
decent profits to support St John’s
without compromising its aims and
position in the community. However, with currently no end in sight
for the virus constraints we need
to be cautious, manage the cash
flow, continue to seek support and
be ready to move fast!

Portraits
Holda
Berger

I

am originally from Botswana, a small country that
shares border with South Africa. I met my then
husband in Botswana who was originally from Scotland, born in Aberdeen. By then he was working as a
volunteer in Camphill Community, and I was working
for the American Embassy. We got married in1998 in
Botswana and stayed there until we moved to Scotland in 2008. We separated in 2013 when I moved to
Edinburgh from Aberdeen. I have a daughter and a
son and a granddaughter of 2+ years.
I started visiting St John’s church in 2016 and eventually registered as a member. I grew up in Christian
family: my father was an ordained minister in the
Lutheran church. I work for the Thistle Foundations
which is a charity that supports adults with long term
health conditions.
See more portraits on Page 20
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Anne Goodwin says goodbye to St John’s

T

he Finlay family have worshipped at St John’s for 75 years. My earliest memories of St John’s are attending Brownies every week in the
hall, then Guides, which moved to St George’s West.
David Porter was in the driving seat then, and I think Bob Kidd had
recently arrived as choir master / organist. Maurice Durlac was a high
profile vestry member, and not amused when Mum was voted onto the
Vestry, a male only workforce!
As a family, we had enormous fun each New Year’s Day, and Easter,
with the Porters, Warracks, Arnolds, Mackintoshes,  Chamberlains and
Armeses, celebrating in alternate houses,
I married there in 1969, and tragically scattered Alastair’s ashes two and
half years later in the grave yard by Princes Street.
My love of flowers and gardening was most likely from watching Mum.
We always had floral arrangements in the house, so I started creating for
others, which has become a more than enjoyable task!
Time goes by a pace, and I’m mindful of not saying farewell, for now, to
so many familiar faces. I will never leave Edinburgh completely. Meanwhile, we’d welcome anyone who finds themselves in the Chichester
area in need of a bed and or a meal!

Anne underplays her role in St John’s. She provided magnificent flowers for many weddings and
funerals, and, of course, our Sunday services. She was a tower of strength with the Cards for Good
Causes even when it was not always an easy task. Her cheerful smile and good humour will be
missed.
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Nature and Wellbeing - Creationtide Fair

O

n October 5th our annual
Creationtide Fair was held
on-line by Zoom. Eleanor Harris
had persuaded a trio of people
who work in the field to share their
expertise with us and to answer
questions. Steve Aisthorpe’s
works include “Rewilding the
Church”. He reminded us how
rewilding - leaving nature to take
its course - is more and more
replacing managed conservation,
which is often devoted to preserving a man-made landscape. He
argues that the same approach
might beneficially be taken in the
Church; stop worrying about preserving man-made traditions but
instead let the teachings of Jesus
roam free, and see what happens.
We could be surprised.
Shilpa Balaram is a founding
partner of the counselling service,
CoCo. A distinctive feature of this
organisation is the use of natural
spaces as a background for
walking and talking and listening.
She described an effective and
attractive service.

Pete Carthy is director of Instinctively Wild forest school and
bushcraft. Much of his work is
linked to commissions from local
authorities. One example he gave
was of enabling people suffering
from dementia to enjoy wild places, experience nature and find
some alleviation.
Eleanor hosted the meeting with
notable skill. We have all heard
of Zoom meetings that have gone
awry. In this case we were led
along so that all could listen, ask
questions and feel part of the
discussions without intruding on
each other. The discussion and
questions reinforced the various
points made. One extra I remember was Pete Carthy’s reply to
the question if he had learned
anything new during lock-down.
His reply was that yes, he had
been more aware than before of
the day-by-day progress of spring.
Every day in that beautiful weather he saw growth and blossoming
and beauty.

Organ stops
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St John’s assists the Homeless

F

or many years the congregation of St John’s Church has
made significant commitments to
supporting the homeless through
charitable giving or through supporting the work of the Bethany
Christian Community (https://www.
bethanychristiantrust.com). However, 2020 has been unique in so
many ways through the tragedy
of the global pandemic: that issue
and the required protective public
health measures have impacted
greatly on this area of our mission.
Firstly, our long-standing team of
volunteers who prepared, cooked
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and served food at the Diadem
Church have almost all been
excluded from making current
contributions, due to risk profiling.
However, Fiona McLuckie has
assembled a new team of volunteers, who were not excluded for
this reason. During lockdown the
team provided catering on several
nights while the Old Waverley
Hotel was being used to accommodate the guests.
Currently, the team are committed
to providing services for four
separate evenings. The food is
prepared and cooked by a team

working in the St John’s church
kitchens before our drivers transport
the food to the Overnight Welcome
Centre, a hotel in Haymarket where
a further team serve out the food to
about 40 guests who have to attend
in shifts due to the social distancing
requirements. The cooking utensils
are taken home for cleaning. So,
an operation that used to be quite
simple is now more complex for
the volunteers, and in addition, for
those who prepare the food, there is
no interaction with the clients. Face
coverings are mandatory for all.
Interacting with the guests is more
challenging due to social distancing
and wearing face coverings, but
hotel accommodation does give
them privacy and some dignity,
which was lacking in the shelter
type accommodation. Sadly, despite
the involvement of many agencies
in the third sector, the city council
and the government, this work is
still required to protect a significant
population of people experiencing
severe hardship.

However, the commitment of our
church is on-going. In relieving
homelessness our Together churches also have a loyalty towards the
Rock Trust. The Trust was instigated by our City Centre churches 30
years ago, and the Together Homelessness Group were impressed by
their emphasis on prevention and,
in particular, profiling the young. It is
hoped that the three churches may
explore initiatives in this area soon
as we did last year for our Christmas charitable giving. It is likely that
the Charities Committee will select
just one cause for the only plate
collection this year and that that will
be a children’s charity. If you wish to
support the Rock Trust in the meantime the easiest way would be to
donate by logging on to the website
and then following the instructions
for Just Giving. In this way you can
also use Gift Aid.
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Portraits
Laura
Greene

I

Andrew
Mounstephen

I
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was born and raised in Portland, Oregon by a British
mum and American dad. At 19 I moved to Boston
and earned my first degree from Berklee College of
Music, then lived and performed in New York City
from 2000-2005. I returned to Oregon and earned a
second degree in Natural Sciences before working
for the US government as a wildland firefighter,
fisheries biologist, and forest ranger. After my parents
passed away, I backpacked around the world,
volunteered with cheetahs in Namibia, climbed Mt
Kilimanjaro, and walked across Spain on the Camino
de Santiago. It was a defining year that changed my
outlook on life considerably. I wrote a book about my
travels but haven’t been able to finish it yet because I
don’t have an ending. I initially came to Edinburgh on
holiday for five-days but loved it so much, I basically
never left. A big reason for that was due to the good
people in the choir of St. Johns who became a major
foundation of my new life here and immediately made
it feel like home. I’ll be forever grateful to have such
a supportive, kind, and loyal group of people to sing
with, which I dearly hope we will be able to do again
soon.
have lived in Edinburgh since 1994, but my association with St John’s goes back 10 years previously
when Suzanne and I were married at St John’s,
where her parents (‘Curly’ and Sheila Waterer) were
members of the congregation. For several years I
was involved in Sunday School, with our children,
Fiona and Peter, among our pupils. I (and they)
particularly remember the Christingle services and
the associated fun and organised chaos of the
nativity play (especially the year Mary fell off the back
of the stage mid-play!). After stepping back from
active involvement in Sunday School, at John Armes’
invitation I, together with others, produced a report on
children’s ministry at St John’s and I was subsequently a member of Vestry for three years. Suzanne and
I were delighted when family history repeated itself

Portraits

Sheila
Waterer

Andrew has written a
brief biography of his
mother-in-law, Sheila
Waterer, which she
has scrutinised and
approved.

in 2017 when our daughter Fiona and her husband
Duncan were married at St John’s, and no less
delighted when their first child, Lachlan, was born in
July this year. As Suzanne and I are now retired from
our work as doctors and are now outliers with all the
other members of our families (apart, of course, from
Sheila!) living well south of the border, we are in the
process of relocating to Somerset, but St John’s will
always be one of defining memories of our time in
Edinburgh.
native of Deeside, Sheila left Scotland to work in
London in the early 1950s, where she met and
married her husband Edwin, known to everyone
as Curly. As he was an RAF officer, life took them
during the early years of their married life to a series
of bases, in the course of which their three children,
Andrew, Suzanne and Simon, were born. The family
spent several years in Singapore in the 1960s and
finally settled in Edinburgh in the 1970s on Curly’s
retirement from the RAF, when he became Bursar at
Edinburgh Academy. Sheila and he became stalwarts
at St John’s and Sheila has long been involved in a
host of St John’s activities, including serving on Vestry and the charity committee, working as a guardian
and visiting sick and infirm members of the congregation, as well as making marmalade by the kilogram
and numerous craft activities for West End Churches
Together involving knitting, sewing and buttons. She
and Curly also played an invaluable part in the care
of their grandchildren Fiona and Peter while their
parents led busy working lives as doctors. Despite
Curly’s death in 2006 and advancing years, Sheila
has remained active and busy to an extent people
many years younger find exhausting. Illness and
lockdown this year have brought further challenges,
but she has pressed on regardless. Her next big adventure will be to move south next year with Suzanne
and her husband Andrew to be nearer the rest of her
family, not least her first great-grandchild.

A
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From the Archives
St John’s Chapel

S

t. John’s has, in the past,
taken a long time to achieve
a desired aim.  The Chancel was
consecrated in 1882 after being
first considered in 1854, a time
lapse of 28 years.  The Reredos
was dedicated in 1889, after the
need had been discussed 20
years previously.  The Chapel was
no exception,  being achieved
after a time lapse of 16 years.
Canon George Terry, Rector since
1909, succumbed to the influenza
epidemic in February 1919, and
was buried in the east churchyard.  Plans were drawn up for the
building of a Chapel over part of
the Dormitory (the walled burial

ground) as a memorial to him.  
Although approved by the Vestry
and the Dean of the Diocese,
they had to be abandoned as the
consent of the owner of one of the
burial plots was not forthcoming.
15 years later in August, 1934, the
construction of a new Chapel was
finally started.  The need for one
had been expressed because of
the increased number of services
then being held.  It was felt that
it could be used daily, and would
also be helpful for many services
at which small congregations
had been scattered round the
Church itself.  The plan was again
Page 22

to locate it in the Dormitory, and
strenuous efforts were made
to trace the descendants of the
families over whose burial plots
the Chapel was to be built.  After
many advertisements in the press,
the descendants of two families,
Watson and Menzies, could still
not be traced, and finally at the
end of June the Courts gave
permission for building to begin.  
Built between the south wall of
the Chancel and the north wall of
the Hall, it was planned to seat 60
people, and designed by James
Walker Todd.  Money was raised
by donations and subscriptions,
supplementing a legacy to St

John’s of £1,000.  By April of the
following year it was finished and
was consecrated on Maundy
Thursday, 18th April 1935 by the
Bishop of Edinburgh, with the sermon preached by James Gordon,
Rector of St John’s from 1919 to
1926, and then Suffragan Bishop
of Jarrow.
Three bronze plaques on the
south wall list the members of
each of the three families buried
underneath.  The altar and hangings and the communion rail were
donated by Mrs. G.A. Lindsay and
her family, in memory of her husband who had been a long-standing member of the congregation
and served on the Vestry 1931-33.  
The striking stained glass window
on the east wall over the altar was
donated as a Memorial to Canon
Terry by his surviving family.  This
was the same Rector to whom a

memorial Chapel had been unsuccessfully attempted in 1919.  It
was the work of James Ballantine
(grandson of the James Ballantine
who designed the aisle windows
between 1857 and 1861).  At
the entrance to the Chapel an
archway was formed in the wall,
above which was a stained glass
window donated by a Mrs Dick as
a memorial to her two sons,  also
designed by James Ballantine.
The Chapel very soon made
a difference to the devotional
atmosphere and life of St John’s.  
Early on it was used for baptisms
and weddings, as well as the
daily Eucharist and weekly Prayer
services, for which it is still used
today.  Although built on to the
Church, it is definitely part of
it, and it is a veritable haven of
peace.

A St John’s window
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Obituaries
Donald MacLeod

D

onald and his wife Rosemary had only been attending St John’s since 2016,
though they were married here in 1963.  After Cambridge, Donald entered the
Foreign Office and was posted to Burma in 1963, followed by a long career of different postings round the world.  Wherever he went, he was involved in Church life.  
He and Rosemary retired to the Isle of Skye, but by 2016 his Alzheimer’s had taken
hold and they moved to Edinburgh.  In spite of cognitive impairment, Donald came to
St John’s regularly until lockdown, looking invariably smart, singing the hymns with
gusto and lighting us all up with his radiant smile.   He will be missed.
Robert Philp

Una Robertson
Una was an active bee-keeper and gardener, who only gave up when the arthritis
that she had suffered for decades made it physically too difficult. Many may have
come across her as a guide at Hopetoun House, or at the Georgian House, but may
not have realised that her interests there led her to become a serious historian of
domestic life. Her “Illustrated History of the Housewife: 1650-1950” is still available.
She reckoned that much of what “everybody knew” about doo-cots was not right.
I remember once she told me that she had been commissioned to write the article
on Porridge for a work of reference. Her husband David was an Elder at St Giles.
They had met when they were both studying History at Cambridge. Before that, in
1958, she had been one of the last debutantes presented to the Queen. Her cheerful
hospitality was one of the first things that made Veronica and me welcome when we
arrived in Edinburgh nearly 50 years ago for my first teaching post. We send our best
wishes to Nicholas and to Charles, and their families.
George Harris

Penelope Stuart-Menteth
Penelope Stuart-Menteth, an active and long-standing member of St John’s, died
recently aged 91. Penelope was born and brought up in Melbourne. She and her
husband Alex moved to Scotland when he retired from the navy. They settled in
Edinburgh with their three children, Andrew, Walter and Harriet. Penelope was
interested in people of all ages: she was involved in many aspects of St John’s and
ran a very successful Nursery School in the basement of her house. She was a keen
bridge player and very hospitable, with a lively sense of humour. One of her friends
remarked that you always came away from seeing her feeling better.
Josephine MacLeod
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Slavery and St John’s

W

ith Slavery and Black Lives
Matter in the headlines,
Edinburgh has not been immune
from the fallout.  Henry Dundas,
Lord Melville, whose statue looms
150 feet high over St Andrew
Square and George Street to
the west, now has a new plaque
urging passers-by not to admire
him too much.  David Hume, hero
of the Enlightenment and perhaps
the greatest mind ever produced
by Scotland, has had his Tower at
the University re-named (temporarily?) 40 George Square.
At St John’s, our graveyard provides two intriguing insights into
Slavery and Abolition.  First, we
have the grave of a slave.  To the
east of the Cornerstone Centre
lies the grave of Malvina Wells,
born as a slave in Carriacou,
Grenada.  The Grenadian plantation belonged to a Scot, John
MacLean, and when his daughter
Joanna married an Edinburgh
lawyer John Macrae, she brought
her slave to Scotland.  Malvina,
so the gravestone records, “was
for upwards of 70 years, a faithful

servant and friend”, -  and one
who ended up buried close to the
family she served so well.
To the south of the Church lies the
grave of Andrew Thomson.  He
was the Minister of St George’s
Church in Charlotte Square,
later merged with St Andrew’s in
George Street.  He could never
have expected to find himself in a
Pisky churchyard, but was buried
here before the cash-strapped
Council sold this piece of ground
to St John’s in 1834.   He was a
composer, and wrote the magnificent tune to the hymn “Ye Gates,
Lift up your Heads on High”, with
its quintuple Alleluia and its triple
Amen.  But Andrew Thomson
was best known as an eloquent
and passionate campaigner
against Slavery.  He sustained his
crusade for many years, and it’s
recorded that at one public meeting his denunciation of the Slave
Trade was so violent that the Lord
Provost, who was in the chair,
could not cope and abandoned
the meeting.  
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Service with a Smile by DES
“What is the matter with telling the truth with a smile?”
Desiderius Erasmus to Martin Dorp, 1515.

Tiers, Idle Tiers
It has come to my notice that some church members are not taking the
opportunity to spend Sunday mornings in bed. So let me explain how
the new tiers of lock-up apply to congregations. Prolonged search on
the scotgov.com website found section 23, para 15, sub-section 8b,
“Churches, non-conformist”.
Tier 4: Music may be provided by a masked percussionist in the gallery provided no
one else touches the equipment and such equipment is at all times kept clear of all surfaces by a sanitised tarpaulin**. Communion wafers must have been isolated in a special
container for 72 hours and be dispensed without handling by a spring-loaded machine**
that fires them at least 2 metres. Wine* should be non-alcoholic.
Tier 3: Music: Banjo preferred provided the performer does not break sweat. Wine*
may be 4% or less. Prayers should be thought but not said.
Tier 2: Music may be provided by a pipe-organ inside the church or a bagpipe outside;
the noise will carry. 2 metre poles** are provided to prod worshippers apart; Elders of
the Established Church are invited to apply for the post of Piskie Prodder. Wine* may be
up to 16%
Tier 1: Music may be provided by bell-ringers on the tower or a solo-singer (masked)
under the grating. Wine* may be any commercially available spirit.
Tier 0: At the time of writing only St Kilda qualifies as Tier 0. You can do whatever you
like, provided not more than two people from any six households occupy the same bothy.
* Wine may only be drunk by fully ordained stipendiary priests. Deacons and other such
riff-raff do not qualify.
** These items may only be acquired (at a very reasonable price) from NepoCo, which is
coincidentally owned by close relative of a member of the Cabinet.
The Government has generously extended the furlough scheme:
Non-stipendiary clergy are entitled to up to 100% of their normal salary if
they are on Universal Credit.
DORP:  This is complete rubbish
DES: I rest my case.
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Groups

M

any of the groups are working well whilst conforming to the ever
changing rules and others are looking forward to restarting as soon
as possible. Up to date details are in the Monthly Roundup.
BOOK GROUP - (Tuesday evening) is meeting via Zoom. Contact Val Lobban 343
2791 v.lobban40@btinternet.com
BOOK GROUP - (Wednesday morning) unfortunately, will not be able to restart after
its annual summer break in October due to the increased restrictions on numbers
of people meeting in groups. It does not meet on zoom. Contact Muriel Madell 443
0471
BOOK GROUP - (Theological) is meeting via Zoom. Once monthly meetings on
Thursday at 10.30.  This frequency will be reviewed in January. Contact Eileen
Thompson, 315 4928,  eileencthompson@googlemail.com
GARDENING - Fred Mobeck and several other members of the group are continuing
their general maintenance with Iain and Rosie, when they can. Contact Fred Mobeck   
07484656890.
GROWTH GROUP - Contact Oscar Kelly Oscar.richard.kelly.05@aberdeen.ac.uk
GUARDIANS - have finished their duties from 12.00 – 2.00 on Wednesday and
Sunday each week. If you may be up for this next year contact, Colin McEachran
332 6820 colinneilmce@gmail.com
New DISCUSSION Group - by Zoom once a month on Mondays at 5.30.  The group
discusses a variety of topics, as decided by the membership, within literature, ethics
and current issues. Contact Robert Philp (robertphilp2@gmail.com,  552 1925).
PRAYER GROUP - 8.20 once weekly:  For details of this zoom meeting contact
Oscar Kelly Oscar.richard.kelly.05@aberdeen.ac.uk
USHERS FOR SERVICES - are volunteering their help in a variety of new ways.
WALKING GROUP - Fourth Saturday of the month and third Thursday of the month.
These walks adhere to the latest Coronavirus (COVID – 19) guidance from Sport
Scotland.See photographs. For information about route changes to the advertised
walks and questions on what is involved. Contact Veronica Harris 281 8868 or
veronicaharris@tiscali.co.uk
NEW YOUNG ADULTS GROUP - for people between the ages of 18 and 35 who
want to explore their faith: contact Markus.
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CORNERSTONE
BOOKSHOP
OPEN Monday-Saturday, 11.00-17.00
We are happy to welcome you into the shop on the
lower terrace. We also take orders over the phone
and are happy to post out. Remember that we can
order any available book for you, from children’s
books to dictionaries! We also have a new website
where you can see a selection of our books.
CHRISTMAS
STOCK NOW IN,
INCLUDING
GIFTS, CANDLES
& CHARITY
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE
www.cornerstonebooks.org.uk

0131 229 3776
edinburgh@cornerstonebooks.org.uk
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